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Abstract
It is essential to keep the balance among rolling resistance, wet skid resistance and wear resistance (the so-called devil’s tri-
angle) of tire treads so as to ensure the reliability and safety of the vehicles. For this purpose, hexamethyl-disiloxane (HMDS) 
and carboxylated polyethylene vinyl acetate copolymer (EVA, emulsion polymer latex) were used to modify nanosilica by 
in situ surface-modification method, thereby obtaining surface-capped nanosilica possessing good compatibility and strong 
interfacial interactions with rubber matrix. The surface-capped nanosilica of the above both modifications were introduced 
into the blend of solution polymerized styrene butadiene rubber (SSBR) and butadiene rubber (BR), and its effect on the 
mechanical properties and wear resistance of the SSBR/BR-matrix nanocomposites was investigated. The results indicated 
that both HMDS and EVA contribute to enhancing the compatibility and interfacial interactions of nanosilica with the rubber 
matrix, which is favorable for improving the mechanical properties and wear resistance of SSBR/BR-matrix nanocomposites. 
Particularly, HMDS can endow the rubber-matrix nanocomposites with increased wet skid resistance, and EVA can ensure 
the low rolling resistance of the nanocomposites. Therefore, the SSBR/BR blend filled with HMDS–SiO2–EVA possesses 
the desired mechanical properties and wear resistance and shows promising prospective as a candidate material for fabricat-
ing high-performance tire tread.
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Introduction

Synthetic rubbers have no self-reinforcing ability, because 
their amorphous structure cannot undergo strain-induced 
crystallization as it does by natural rubber (NR) [1]. In 
this sense, it is essential to search potential fillers for 
improving the mechanical properties of synthetic rubbers 

such as solution-polymerized styrene butadiene rubber 
(SSBR) and butadiene rubber (BR), which have been 
widely applied in tire tread industry for decades. Nano-
silica (nano-SiO2) has rich sources, is non-toxic, and has 
important applications in both thermoplastic elastomers 
and thermosetting elastomers [2, 3]. Additionally, Si–O 
structure can reduce migration of chemical additives in 
composites [4]. To date, silica as the substitute of carbon 
black (CB) is of significance in the rubber industry and 
plays important roles in improving the wet skid resist-
ance, rolling resistance, and abrasion resistance of vehi-
cles, thereby adding safety and energy consumption. This 
is partly because nanosilica with a higher microhardness 
compared to CB can improve the wet skid resistance of 
tires through piercing the water film [5]. The silica dip 
coating on the elastomeric surface has had effective result 
in improving the tribological behavior [6], which is ben-
eficial to abrasive resistance. However, the main problem 
is the agglomeration tendency of silica particles, as well as 
the weak interfacial adhesive between the silica and rubber 
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